Human Whack a Mole | www.3MonkeysInflatables.com | 717-650-7657

Game Instructions:
Up to 6 players pop out from the “mole hole” and grab balls on the center
surface. Be careful though you have to super quick to keep form the
center player “the mole hunter” who’s object is to whack you on the head
with the inflatable (soft) mallet before you go back into the “mole hole”
with your balls. The 5 players will be wearing helmets on the heads
regardless of the fact that the mallet is just an inflatable soft mallet.
Tip: Creating rules beforehand like if you are hit on the head and have balls in your hand you must leave them
behind makes the game more realistic to the winner who truly is the fastest without getting hit.
Variations: To keep lines moving: For longer lines you could tell players ahead of time that they will have 2
minutes total to get the most balls without getting caught.
Prize level Recommendations:
You can create a prize for the winner who gets the most balls at the end of the game.
Operators Required: (1) One | Occupancy: Seven (7) players max
This game is not permitted to be left unattended and requires an operator to be making sure participants are not
“playing” with the items incorrectly. You may use your own attendant, or book an attendant with us here. Read
more about attendants here.
Supplies Included with Game: Please make sure all supplies are returned with the game.
•
Inflatable soft mallet
•
(5) Helmets
•
Power Cords (2) * We can power the unit - up to 100ft max using a electrical cord.
Dimensions: 14' L x 14' W x 5' H
Setup: Please specify when you book this item if you will be setting up Indoors or Outdoors. If outdoors we
would need to know specifically if it will be on grass or asphalt a minimum of 5 days prior to your booking. All
anchors need to be secured using a spike or sandbag according the manufacture guidelines. We prefer to use
ground stakes when possible, if this is not an option we will need to anchor using sandbags.
Setup Location:
1. Your setup location needs to be free of rocks, pet waste, sharp objects, or any other hazards.
2. We cannot setup under any utility lines and must have a clearance of 5 feet in all directions away from any
obstacles.
3. Please make sure you clear a spot for us to park & unload the equipment as close to the location as
possible. If your parking is further than 75 feet please notify our office or put it in the notes portion of your
booking.
Power Needed: 1 standard outlet
Water Needed: N.A.
Precautions: This game would not be able to be setup in thunder/lightening storms or heavy winds as
outlined in our FAQ’s.
Includes:
Professional setup and tear down.
We are registered with the Dept. of Pennsylvania/Maryland State Amusement Industry
We have Liability Insurance
Pre and Post Event Cleaning, Sanitizing and Inspection
Staking and/or Sandbagging
Tarping (not indoors as it becomes a safety concern)
Extension Cords (we bring out the extensions needed to get electric to the spot you are setting up in) Keep in
mind we can only go 100 ft. max.
Safety Training
FOR EMERGENCIES CALL OUR OFFICE AT 717-650-7657 AND HIT EMERGENCY ON YOUR PHONE PAD.

